
Our company is looking to fill the role of product program manager. We
appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for
the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for product program manager

Prepare Executive ready communications and presentations (OneGDC
Monthly updates)
Track, manage, and influence action to resolve issues and critical blockers
impacting marketing performance and ROI on GDC investments
Deep collaboration with our Finance teams to develop executive views, and
create a business cadence and land core business impact statements on the
GDC
Using their strong technical engineering ability to understand products being
launches and lifecycle management projects being executed
Understanding efficiencies/inefficiencies across the businesses to make
improvements for NPD and LCM reporting of project priorities, timelines,
status and scorecards/metrics to support on-time launches and availability of
product supply to our customers
Understanding opportunities for possible synergies with the businesses, while
keeping in mind the uniqueness of each business
Working closely with PM business unit teams and finance to ensure that
projects finances are properly understood, accurate, and maintained
throughout the project
Working closely with the MAKE and Plan organization to ensure that our
project communication mechanisms are adequate and provide meaningful
data/information

Example of Product Program Manager Job
Description
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Partnering with IT to ensure proper tools to support overall PM governance,
project prioritization, metrics, reporting and analytics necessary to better
collaborate with our partners such as R&D, MAKE, Plan, Source, and IT

Qualifications for product program manager

Essential program management skills include collecting business
requirements, reviewing specifications, analyzing cost/benefit of project
selection, and communicating results throughout the organization
Candidate must demonstrate a good understanding of wireless products and
services other leading edge technologies
Candidate will possess a minimum of 3-5 years business operations or
marketing experience with strong business development and project
management skills
A University degree, professional certification or designation is preferred
Ability to influence cross functional teams of developers, designers, product
managers
Articulate the goals and objectives of the program, and how it will impact the
business


